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In Chapter 10 we will follow Mika as he follows Velia
in the hopes of discovering the Ether-Wielder‘s
hideout.



Day 4 of tracking Velia…

I don’t think she noticed
me tailing her yesterday…

I’m pretty sneaky…

This guy looks 
suspicious!

stare



Good. She’s taking the metro
to the outskirts of town.

Which means she’s going there
again… I hope…

I sit a secure distance behind her. Clear sight of the target but no risk
of being made. I’ve watched a lot of secret Agent films!

I can’t believe I’m 
stalking my secret 
crush on a secret 

mission for a 
demon…

Day 3 of tracking Velia…



And while Mika is trying to keep up with Velia we
also join Harry as he tests out the new magic
bestowed upon him by Kessy.



Sometime within those three days past, Harry is over at Kim’s place. They are
working on a student project together.

Thanks to Kessy’s intervention, Kim has no recollection of the past week, and
therefore she is oblivious to Harry’s previous transgressions… Meaning, they
have not broken up!

Hey 
Kim…



I think we’ve 
made quite 

the progress.

Could be 
better…

Come on. A 
quick kiss for a 
weary project 

worker?

*giggle*
Fine, but I 

expect you to 
double up.



Alright, 
back to 
work.

Man, that was 
only a peck! 
Where is the 

passion?

kiss

One more, 
PLEASE.



Harry Beldin, 
we need to… 

work…

… What’s… 
wrong with 

your… eyes…

Uhhh…

Ocavum!



Now you 
are mine.

I am…  
yours…



Thanks for reading!

Hello, Hexxet here. 

Chapter 10 will have 3 MC scenes with Harry as he 
tries out his not yet very powerful Ocavum spell. Mika 
will mostly run around in this chapter but he’ll also 
flirt a little with Magdalena (the girl form the woods).

Will Mika succeed on his mission to track down 
Kessy’s enemies? And how far will Harry get with 
Kim? Tune on the lost Temple on 08.12.2023 on 
Patreon/Gumroad.
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